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Summary Points
1.

Signs of Economic Weakness: After a strong finish to 2018, the yield curve has flattened considerably
and economic forecasts call for a slowdown in GDP – which doesn’t bode well for loan demand

2.

Credit Easing to Abate: At long last, bankers expect to tighten the reins on credit, though limited
evidence this is starting to happen

3.

Spread Erosion: Margins compressing across much of the market, but a reversal may be on the
horizon; spreads trending higher on fixed rate credits and smaller floating rate deals

4.

Fees Are a Silver Lining: Pricing declines have been partially mitigated by rising loan fee incidence on a
variety of products

5.

Cross-Sell is Key: More important than ever to focus on lucrative ancillary business

6.

Best Practices: Some banks have shown that there are still ways to outperform the market, winning on
spreads, fees and non-credit business concurrently

Commercial Loan Market Trends
Volume, Pricing, Fees and Deposits

Yield curve flattens to pre-recessionary levels
Gap between 10-year and 3-month treasury yields

• A flattening yield curve is typically an indication of economic weakness
• Spread between 10-year and 3-month treasuries barely positive
Source: Federal Reserve FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) Projections

Leading predictors of loan demand indicate slowdown
Key economic indicators typically associated with loan demand

• Economic recovery moved into high gear in 2018; C&I loan volume surged at year-end
• Looking ahead, growth is expected to slow, which does not bode well for loan demand
Source: Federal Reserve FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) Projections

C&I volume surged at year-end…but will it continue?

• C&I loan growth picked up considerably at year-end after a lackluster third quarter
• CRE volume has remained in the 1.0-1.5% range for the past several years
Source: FDIC. Criteria: All commercial banks irrespective of asset size. C&I reflects FDIC definition, which excludes owner-occupied real estate.

C&I growth slows in early 2019

• While C&I volume continues to trend higher, the growth rate has slowed since the start of the year
• CRE volume has remained sluggish for the past several months
Source: Federal Reserve H8 Release.

Bankers expect lower loan demand

• Senior lenders expect negative growth in both C&I and CRE markets
• Current expectations stand at the lowest levels since the start of the economic recovery
Source: Federal Reserve Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices

A return to conservatism?

• After an extended period of credit easing, senior lenders now anticipate tightening credit standards
• Still, the combination of weak loan demand and ambitious RM production goals is a recipe for a competitive
climate which might not be conducive to credit tightening
Source: Federal Reserve Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices

Construction growth turns negative

• A potential indication of credit tightening? Construction volume trended lower throughout 2018 and turned
negative by year-end
Source: FDIC. Criteria: All commercial banks irrespective of asset size. Real Estate categories reflect FDIC definitions.

Spread trends: Proactive reductions on stable quality deals
Renewals in Which Risk Ratings Remain Unchanged
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• Without any significant change in credit quality, banks are trimming spreads on a large volume of renewals
Source: PrecisionLender

Spread Trends: Margins edge higher on smaller credits

• With economic growth showing signs of uncertainty, banks have begun to bolster margins on floating rate deals
• The most pronounced increases since the start of the year have been on smaller Prime-based credits
Source: PrecisionLender

Pricing Trends: Yield Curve Flattens, Spreads Widen

• Rise in nominal rates charged to borrowers had not kept pace with funding costs through year-end
• Declining margins attributed to: (1) Competitive climate; (2) Sticker shock; (3) Lack of understanding of FTP
• Since the start of the year, a flattening yield curve has reduced FTP, widening COF spreads
Source: PrecisionLender

Bankers anticipate widening margins

• While spreads have been under pressure, a turnaround may be on the horizon
• Senior bankers report plans to increase margins
Source: Federal Reserve Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices

Location, location, location

Source: PrecisionLender. Figures reflect average spread over LIBOR.

•

Notwithstanding the aggregate trends, most bankers
instinctively know that competitive conditions vary
across the country

•

The dispersion in pricing for similar deals is greatest
in the smaller end of the market – reflecting the
impact of community banks

•

Within a given state, major metropolitan markets
tend to see thinner spreads than rural markets

•

In California, for instance, LIBOR spreads average 254
bps in Fresno but just 216 bps in Los Angeles

Fee discipline strengthened

• Yields further bolstered by improved fee discipline; fee penetration rates have risen across products
• RMs with the greatest gains in fee incidence report a change in banking culture rather than market conditions
Source: PrecisionLender

The size of the prize: Deposits and other fee-based income
Leading with credit – how much ancillary business can be expected?
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RM Best Practices
Performance Differences and Winning Tactics

The devil is in the details: Some RMs do better than others

• Wide array of pricing across bankers at any given institution
• Some RMs earn higher spreads on a stronger quality portfolio than their peers achieve on a weaker-rated book
Source: PrecisionLender

Bankers win on spreads, fees and credit quality concurrently

• Loans priced with
fees actually carry
higher – not lower –
margins than those
priced without fees
• Credit quality is
comparable or even
stronger on the
deals priced with
fees

Source: PrecisionLender

Achieving cross-sell without leading with credit
• Banks consistently achieve
better credit pricing on
their deepest TM
relationships than on their
smaller TM or credit-only
relationships
• The results underscore the
tendency of some bankers
to use credit as a lossleader without adequate
follow-through to ensure
the TM business comes to
fruition

Source: PrecisionLender

Repricing upwards without jeopardizing customer retention
Case Study: Risk Downgrades for Four Banks
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• Banks most successful at negotiating spread increases keep adjustments to a quarter-point or less
Source: PrecisionLender

Best Practices: Winning in a highly competitive landscape
Top 10 success factors:
1.

Being more proactive in identifying solutions to customers’ business challenges

2.

Delivering quicker turnaround and certainty of execution

3.

Increasing the focus on deposit generation to lower funding costs and improve NIM

4.

Implementing grid pricing to gain a competitive edge while ensuring adequate risk/return

5.

Placing greater emphasis on fee growth including event-based loan fees and ancillary business

6.

Taking an active approach to managing the renewal portfolio

7.

Explaining pricing rationale without taking a defensive posture

8.

Utilizing non-standard pricing increments

9.

Holding bankers accountable by tracking delivery to promise

10. Keeping abreast of current market conditions

